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i have a problem with a windows 7 ultimate x64 system in which it works fine for several days or
weeks, but then a simple task like copying a file or opening a program will just not work. the system

will freeze and the only way to get it to work again is a complete hard reboot. none of the usual
troubleshooting steps will do anything. it is like it is locked up on the system. i tried the usual

troubleshooting procedures, and all appears to be fine. no problems with hardware or software. even
rebooting to the rescue cd or repair mode, with or without a hard reboot, doesn't work. i have to
reinstall windows 7 ultimate x64. i ran the system fine for several weeks, and then this problem
started. you are right. but this is like the first year i have been upgrading my computers to new

versions of windows. i have been using windows vista for years and slowly i noticed that it becomes
slower as time goes by. then one day my friend told me that it is better to upgrade my computer to

windows 7. so i am very happy with my windows 7 ultimate sp1 lite x64 iso 2012 1gib. i have to say i
am very impressed with this version of windows. hello, i have a new computer. i downloaded the 3.1

gb of windows 7 ultimate sp1 lite x64 iso 2012 1gib. when i started to use it, i found that it is very
slow to boot. and it takes a long time to log on. i do not understand why. i checked the memory and
the processor speed. but i did not find anything wrong. can you please tell me what else i need to

check? thanks in advance. first of all, do you use a desktop or laptop computer? if you use a desktop,
then it should be a capable computer. if you use a laptop, then it should be a capable laptop. if you
do not have a laptop, then you can still use the windows 7 ultimate sp1 lite x64 iso 2012 1gib, but

you will not have the ability to easily upgrade to newer versions of windows. but it should run fine for
now, and it is the very best way to learn how to use windows. if you run into issues, it is best to

return to and to work with that website to resolve the problem.
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i have a laptop which has windows 7
ultimate and a wireless card and i have

downloaded the correct driver from
microsoft but when i try to connect to a

network it wont connect and it says
something about the drivers not being

installed, i have downloaded the drivers
already from the microsoft website, am i

doing something wrong? so i have a software
raid 0 array of two drives in a synology nas. i
have a windows 7 ultimate 64 bit laptop and

a windows xp pro sp3 64 bit desktop and
both are connected to the nas using a

wireless card. the nas is using the built in
driver and the wireless card is using the built

in driver. i have tried connecting both
computers to the nas using different wireless

cards but still no luck. i have tried other
types of wireless cards but no luck either.

the nas is on a gigabit network. the nas does
not have a built in wireless card. the nas has
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1 gb of ram and 20 gb of hard drive space. i
am using the wireless adapter from my
laptop. the nas is using driver version

2.2.0.6. both computers are connected to
the nas via a g router. i have tried

downloading and installing the drivers from
the synology website and it still doesn't

work. i can't seem to get either computer to
connect to the nas. any ideas? one thing that
was mentioned in the thread is that windows
7 ultimate (32bit) sp1 seems to work ok on a

64bit system if it is a 32bit application. i
have windows 7 ultimate x64 and it works

fine. i have a few 32bit applications and they
work fine. it is possible that in the case

where a 64bit application is not available,
32bit windows may be able to run on a 64bit
os. in any case, i would suggest that you use

that version and see if it does the same
thing. 5ec8ef588b
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